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ABSTRACT

High yield potential in rice is indirectly determined by yield related traits. These traits are complex and regulated by several genes whose expression is
affected by environmental conditions. It is of great importance to disclose the genetic relationships between yield and its yield components for multi-trait
improvement in rice. Therefore, present study was aimed to investigate the genetic variability and inheritance patterns of yield and yield attributed traits in
BC2F3 rice lines to identify the ideal lines from the selection. A total of 36 improved version of blast resistant plant in BC2F3 population used in this study
were developed from a single cross between a high yielding mutant rice variety but susceptible to blast, MR264 and Malaysian local variety donor for (Pi7(t) and Pikh blast resistant genes. Analysis of variance showed that all traits were significantly different for lines except grain length and grain width.
High heritability and genetic advance were recorded for plant height, number of tillers, filled grain, 1000-grain weight and seed setting rate. Significant
and positive correlation was recorded with most evaluated traits except for grain length and grain width. Thirty-six BC2F3 lines were clustered into four
major group and the first three principal component (PC3) contributed 71.13% of total variation with 1000 seed weight, yield/hill and filled grain being the
main discriminatory characters. Finding in this study showed an adequate genetic variability in the lines and 1000 seed weight, yield/hill and filled grain
traits could be consider for indirect selection in breeding programs in next generations.

OBJECTIVES
• To investigate the genetic variability and inheritance patterns of yield and yield attributed traits in BC2F3 rice lines to identify the ideal lines from the selection..

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

METHODOLOGY

Table 1: Variance components and heritability values (ℎ2𝐵) for yield and yields components

BC2F3 population was planted from
September 2017 to April 2018 in the
greenhouse at Agency Nuclear
Malaysia Greenhouse, Kajang,
Selangor, Malaysia.

Genetic Analysis (Johnson et al. 1955)
& Genetic Diversity were analyzed
(Oladosu et al. 2020).
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Table 4: Correlation coefficient among 10 quantitative traits for 36 homozygous blast resistant lines with MR264 rice variety

CONCLUSION
Present study indicated the present of a considerable level of diversity among 36 BC2F3 rice lines. The highest heritability and
genetic advance found for the plant height, number of tillers, filled grain, 1000-grain weight and seed setting rate remarked as
crucial for trait selection for hybridization programme. Furthermore, based on the cluster analyses, selected blast resistant lines
from 5, 6, 7, 20, 21, 23, 24 which produce high yield, carrying blast resistant genes and ideal morphological traits could be used as
parents for future breeding program.

